Minutes of Pre – Bid Meeting

A Pre-bid meeting was held on 10/09/2020 with PAO, NHSRC in the Chair.

Date of Meeting: 10\textsuperscript{th} Sep 2020 Time: 15:00 hrs (03.00 PM)

Venue: Theatre, NHSRC, New Delhi.

\textbf{Subject:} COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT OF SUB-STATION INCLUDING VARIOUS PANELS (AMF, HT & LT) DG Set-02 (82 and 160 KVA) INSTALLED AT NATIONAL HEALTH SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTRE

The Following person were present

1. Dr. Uddipan Dutta \hspace{2cm} PAO, NHSRC
2. Mr. Mohamad Ameel \hspace{2cm} Sr. Consultant HCT – Member TEC
3. Mr. Gaurav Prakash \hspace{2cm} FM, NHSRC - – Member TEC
4. Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Singh \hspace{2cm} Consultant Admn- – Member TEC

The committee was assembled at 03.00 PM at the venue and waited till 03.30 PM for any response from vendor to join on line or physically through representative. But no vendor joined. Then a decision was taken by above mentioned committee that query or inputs if any may be collected online before 12.00 noon on 11/09/2020.

\textbf{Meeting concluded with thanks of PAO, NHSRC}
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